
KUMAR VIDEO
Innovation,Quality, Clarity & services.

Audio visual 

Solution 

company



ABOUT US:-

We at Kumar Video provide best audio visual equipment for events and exhibitions. We provide all kinds of audio 
visual equipment on all over India for corporate & event management companies, designers, stall fabricators etc. We 
always have latest and unique AV Equipiments for your work, which delivers best in Innovation,Quality, Clarity & 
services.

We always believe in new Innovation and provide best solutions in anywhere in India for Exhibition and events, 
product launch etc.

WHO WE ARE
If you would like us to be specific, Kumar Video help individuals find the 

best quotations for their event’s audio visual requirement compared from 

other service providers . Our teams stage some of the most unique, 

challenging, and groundbreaking projects across a broad range of 

markets. We have a very unique combination of corporate LED screen ,LFD 

Wall , various size of LED Hire for their Event & Exhibitions. We are work all 

over India.

WHAT WE DO
Our Unique Platform Helps Users to minimize their time by finding the Right 

Audio Visual Equipment Hire for their Event & Exhibitions.We are work all 

over India.



OUR MISSION-
In the highly specialised field of corporate event planning media communication and 
audio visual solution. Our mission is simple one. The aim is nothing less than total 
customer satisfaction.

“It is said perfection is not attainable but, We chase perfection so we catch 
excellence”



• We listen to our clients

• We evaluate

• We create

• We succeed



OUR REGION

ALL OVER INDIA.



OUR CLIENTS



LFD VIDEO WALL

LFD Screen Hire for events, exhibitions 

and conferences that are looking to 

stand out from the crowd the new LFD 

is the ultimate solution as there is no 

limit on your creativity. ( 3.5 mm Bezel 

& 5.5 mm Bezel) Samsung 46” & 55”.



LED WALL OUTDOOR

Outdoor 4.8 mm LED is a dynamic way to 

display content, advertising, video and 

live feeds around an event concourse, 

attracting eyeballs from far away and 

providing a pixel-perfect experience 

when visitors are located in close 

proximity to the screen.



LED WALL INDOOR (2.6 MM)

LED Screen Hire for events, exhibitions and 

conferences that are looking to stand out 

from the crowd the new 2.6mm LED is the 

ultimate solution as there is no limit on your 

creativity. The extreme flexibility supports 

flat, edge or curve designs (concave and 

convex) – or all three formations in one 

display.



LED WALL INDOOR 3.9 MM

The 3.9mm high-resolution pixel 

pitch ensures that the screen can 

be viewed in perfect clarity from 

every angle, retaining all of the 

quality of the traditional indoor 

LED, with just the additional 

edged capability.



FLOORING LED 3.9 MM

With a pixel pitch of just 3.9 mm, this is 

an LED flooring solution that can be 

used in environments where visitors are 

standing directly above or on top of the 

screen. The 3.9 mm LED is easy to install 

and construct on an aluminum 

framework which kumar Video can 

provide. LED Screen on Rent



4K LED TV ( 43” TO 85”)

SAMSUNG 4K Screens

The world’s first ultra-HD 4K screen. Sounds pretty 

impressive, doesn’t it? Smart AV is now able to offer this 

high-end, immersive screen for your events and 

exhibitions. With a stylish design, it can be built into any 

event or exhibition stand design, in order to provide a 

larger viewing platform that will showcase your content in 

ultra-HD 4K resolution – four times the definition of regular 

HD screens size available from ( 85”,75” ,65” ,55” 49”,43”)



TOUCH SCREEN (24” TO 85”)

Interactive and multitouch screens, tables and 

kiosks draw visitors into a stand , allowing 

them to view what’s an offer and have a 

completely personalised event experience . 

within our fleet we own a range of different 

solution , from video wall that can showcase 

interactive presentation to multitouch screen

EXPERIENCE

Interactive and multitouch solutions are 

crucial to the evolution of exhibition stands, 

conferences and digital signage and are now 

more than just an option: they’re an 

expectation. Multitouch tables and kiosks 

make it easier than ever to incorporate an 

interactive solution into a stand of any size 

and if you want to take it bigger? Well we 

have a solution for that too, with large format 

interactive screens and video walls complete 

with multitouch overlay, all available for hire 

within our fleet.



SOUND
As well as thinking about how your AV looks, we 

put a lot of thinking into how it sounds too. This is 

because we know that seamless audio is often 

the key to a flawless event and a great visitor 

experience. We own an extensive range of 

audio equipment for hire within our fleet and 

specialists, who have years of experience 

getting it right within a live event environment, to 

ensure that your audio is taken care of from start 

to finish. We are able to supply everything from a 

single radio mic, through to a small seminar 

room, full conference system. Our solutions are 

scalable for events and exhibitions of any size 

and because we offer other services such as 

Staging, Projection, Video and IT equipment, 

there’s often more that we can take off your 

hands, leaving you to focus on the big stuff. 

(RCF,JBL,AHUJA)



PROJECTORS
Kumar video are experts in delivering 

high-quality projection and projection 

mapping art displays for events, 

conferences and experiential installations 

across India.

Years of experience, means that we are 

experts in delivering flawless visual 

interactions and have delivered 

conferences led by projection as well as 

projection mapping for our partners.

We can support your agency or 

production house in delivering all parts of 

projection from the ground up, including 

projection equipment hire, onsite delivery 

and testing of content.



WORK DONE BY KUMAR VIDEO

Exhibition & Events



















































































KUMAR VIDEO
C-33, chilla village mayur vihar Extn. Delhi ,110091

E-mail :- Kumarvideo21@gmail.com

website:- kumarvideo.in

Phone:- 9350335073 , 8285879186



THANK YOU


